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Anderscn [l] showed that the Frechet space s, the countable infinite product of 
lines, is homeomorphic to Hilbert space 1*. Torunczyk [I I] showed that every 
separable topologicaily complete metric absolu e retract X is a Hilbert space factor - 
Le., X X 1’ = 6*. (Triviaily, the converse is true.) These results naturally suggest l he 
possibility of obtaining a general infinite product characterization of Hilbert space. 
Specifically, if each Xi is a noncompact separable topologically comple&* metric 
absolute retract (AR), is n’f Xi = 12? The answer in general is unknown; in this paper 
we treat some special cases. 
The analogous infinite product characterization of the Hilbert cube Q = 
n’p [-1, l] if-, known. West [ 121 showed that every countable infinite product of 
nondegenerate Q-factors is homeomorphic to Q, and Edwards [4] showed tha? er?,ery 
compact metric AR is a Q-factor. Combining this with Anderson’s topological 
characterization fpseudo-interiors inQ[2], it is easily seen that if each Xi admits an 
AR compactification Zi with remainder gi\Xi ,a countable union UF Z-sets in gi, then 
a: J&, n: Xi) is homeomorphic as a pair to I~T [ --1, 11, ny (4, 1)). Thus in this 
case n: Xi =nT (-1,l) = s. Hw;Never, such compactifications do not always exist, 
even if Xi is locally compact. (For example, there exists [lo] an open S-manifold M 
with one tame end such that the obstruction to the finiteness of neighborhoods ofthe 
end is 13onzero. Since M is dominated by a finite complex, we can attach a finite 
number of cells of dimension ~5 to obtain a contractible 5-complex K. Then the end 
of K is the same as that of M, and K cannot admi.t a Z-set compactification as an 
AR). 
Using standard inverse limit and near-homeomorphism techniques and an ele- 
mentary geometric onstruction in P x P, the product wit% itself of the infinite 
porcupine, we obtain the following results. Assuming that e;rch Xi is a non-compact 
separable complete metric AR, then n: Cone Xi = s = n’f Xi X Q if each Xi is either 
plicia’n complex or locally compact. We do not know whether the condition 
X z) = s implies 
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nitions. A map .f: X + Y is a filte homotopy equivalence if for each open cover % 
of Y, there exists a map g : Y + X such that fog is Whomotopic to id y and go 
f- * (% )-homotopic to idx. 
A retractkn r: X + Y is a straight deformation retraction if there exists a defor- 
mation {&} X such that $0 = id, $I= r, and ro& = r for each t. 
A map f: + Y i.s a near-homeomo ism if for each open cover CPL of Y thy re 
exists a homeomorphism h: X --, Y sach that f and h are Q&close. 
Lemma 1 (Ferry [6]). If f: M * N is a fine homotopy equivalence between ‘0 
manifolds, then f is a near-homeomorphism. 
The following lemma extends a result of Brown [3] for compact metric spaces. 
Lemm:& 2 (Curtis [S]). If each Xi is a copy of a complete metric space X, and each 
fi: Xi+: + Xi is a rxar-homeornorphism, then inv lim (Xi, fi) e X. 
Lemma 3* For each i, suppose Xi and Yi are separable complete metric AR’S, 
fi : Xi -+ yi is a map such that f;: x id : Xi x s + Yi x s is a fine homotopy equivalence, and 
nz i Yi e s for each j. Then ny Xi z S. 
roof. Consider the inverse sequence 
f,Xid f2xid 
Yg Y:!x YJX l l ~-x1x Yzx Y+ l l *e-----x~xx*x Y,x***. 
Each product 11; Xi X nzl Yi is homeomorphic to s, and each map fi: X id is a 
near-homeomorphism byLemma 1. By Lemma 2, 
inv linr h Xi X ( 1 
and the correspondence 
is a homeomo!-phism between : Xi and the inverse limit space. 
For a metric space X, the metric cone Co eX=(W}UXX(O, 11, with((w)UXx 
(0, t): t ‘r 0) a neighborhood base at the cone point w. We coordinatize Cone X via 
the natural m5.p w: X x [O, l] + Cone X. Thus ~T(x, t) = [x, t] E Cone X, and [x, 01 = w 
-for all #. if d is a metric f<b:,r X bounded by 2, then d([x, t], [x’, t’]) = min(t, t’)d(x, a?)+ 
1 t - t’l is a well -defined metric for Cone X. If X is noncompact, ConeX is not locally 
compact at w. It can be shown (by means of a convex structure characterization [8] for 
example), ths.t Cone X is an AR if and only if X is an ANR. 
Let P = Cone 2, the cone over the integers (P ; ismetimes called the infinite 
porcupine ). 
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ray. 
. There exists a straight deformc tion retraction of P x P onto a topological 
Let A = ~_JT Ai and B = G Bi be two copies of P meeting at their common 
cone ioint 6. For each i, let ai and bi &e the endpoints of the quills Ai and Bi, 
respectively. We consider the! subcomplex K = UE 1 (Ai x Bi) u UE 1 (Ai+ x Bi) of 
A x B, and the ra:d R c K which isdefined by the sequence of vertices (aI, t?)), (aI, bI), 
(6 bl), (a~, bl), (aa, e), . . . of A X B. A is identified with A x 8 and B with 8 x B in 
the product A x B. See Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1 
A straight deformation re’. <action r1 of A x B onto K is obtained by simply taking 
straight deformation retractions of each leaf Ai X Bj not included in K onto the union 
(Ai x $)u (e x Bj) of its edges which are in K. The subcomplex K may be viewed 
topologically as the cone over the raj R. Clearly, there exists a straight deformation 
retraction r2 of Cone R onto R. Then r2011 is a straight deformation retraction of 
AxBonto R. 
Lemma 5. n’f P=s. 
Proof. Let r: P X P-+ R be the straight deformation retraction of Lemma 4. 
Then r X id : P X P X s + R X s is also a straight deformation retraction, hence a fine 
homotopy equivalence. Since ny R = s by Anderson’s pseudo-interior charac- 
tserization, it follows from I ‘emma 3 that ‘n: P = n: (P x P) = s. 
It is easily seen that every product B: Y of noncompact complete metric AR’s 
contains a closed coi-;y of a ray. The difficulty in applying Lemma 3 lies in the) 
construction of a straight deformation retraction onto a ray. 
&ion. A closed neighborhood A of ai pomt p in a space X is radiaiiy contracfible 
to p if there exist maps 8 a A -3, P and k : A x I --) A such that: 
(i) 8(bd A) = 1 and e-‘(O) = p, 
(ii) k(x, l)=w and k(z, O)=p for all .xEA, 
(iii) e(k(x, t)) = t@(x) for all (x, t)E .A x I. 
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8 6. Suppose A is radially contractjble to p. Then there exists a stra 
rmation retraction of Cone A onto Cone {p) such that Cone (bd A) goes onto 
corOe point. 
roof. The required deformation (ft] of Cone A is defined as follows: 





[P, (I- fwbl, osta-e(x). 
Theorem 1. Fkw each i, let Xi be a separable complete metric ANR with an infinite 
discrete csilec8cion of radia0y contractible neighborhoods. Then fl: Cone Xi = s. 
hOOf* LPyt (Ail, Ai*, s . . > be a discrete collection of closed subsets of Xi, with each 
Aii radially contractible to a point pik Set Zi = (PiI, pi23 . . .} c Xi- hen there exists a 
straight deformation retraction ri: Cone Xi 9 Cone Zi, constructed by using the 
deformation of Lemma 5 on each Cone Aij and extending by the deformation 
;ft[x, s] = [x, ts] on Cone(Xi\IJz, Aij). The conclusion follows from Lemmas 3 and 5. 
A metric complex K is a simplicial complex with the topology induced by the metric 
Pk r)=C, I& - ~~1, where (x~) and (Y*) are the barycentric oordinates of x and y. 
Recall that M is compact iff the number of its vertices is finite, locally compact ifl it is 
locally finite, separake iff it is countable, and complete iff it has no infinite full 
subcomplex [7]. Every metric complex K is an ANR, and Cone K is a contractible 
metric complex, therefore an AR. 
Corollary 1. lf each Ki is a countably infinilte complete metric complex, then 
E Cone Ki 55 S, 
Proof. The closed star of each vertex of a complex is a radially contractible 
neighborhood. Thus the result follows immediately from Theorem 1. 
Lamma 7. If X r’s a contractible metric space and r : 2 x I + Cone X is the coordinate 
map, then *rr x id : X :K I x s + Cone(X) x s is a fine homotopy equivalence. 
roof. Given an open cover % cof Cone X x s, there exists a map m: s -* (0,1] such 
that for each at f s, the subset IV,, ={([x,t],ikQ~x~X,0~t~m(car)}of ConeXxs 
lies in an element of %. Let f: X x P +X be a contraction with fl = id and fi = fo = 
constforQst&Defineamapg:Conc(X)xs+XxZxsby 
Then (rr x id)og is Whomotopic to id, and go( TV x id) is (V X id)-’ (%)-homotopk to 
id. 
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. If each Ki is a contractible countably infinite complete metric complex, 
XQ =s. 
y Lemma 7, each map n; X id : Ki X I X s + Cone(Ki) X s is a fine homotopy 
equivalence. By Corollary 1, nT=jCone Ki = s for each j. Then by Lemma 3, 
~KixQ=n~(KixI)aSa 
ry 3. If each Mi is a noncompact Q-manifold, then ny Cone M; =s. 
y Chapman’s triangulation theorem [4], each Mi = Ki x Q for some 
complex Ki. The map Cone(Ki x Q)+ Cone Ki defined by [(k, q), i] + [k, t] is a 
straight deformation retraction. Thus by Corollary 1 and Lemma 3, n: Cone(Ki x 
Q)=s. 
Coroiiary 4. If each Mt is a noncompact contractible Q-manifold, then ny Mi = s. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the triangulation theorem and Corollary 2. 
Corollary 5. If each Xi is a noncompact locally compact separable metric AR, then 
n)X+Q=s. 
Proof. By Edwards’ factor theorem [4], each Xi x Q is a Q-manifold. Then by 
Corollary 4, n: Xi X Q = fly (Xi X 0) a S. 
Learma 8. If X and Y are metric spaces, and Y is contractible, there exists a map 
f: Cone(X)x Cone(Y)+ Cone(Cone(X x Y)) such that f x id, is a fine homotopy 
equivalence. 
Proof= The correspondence ([x, t], [y, t’])+ [[(x, y ), t], t’] is a well-defil?ed maip f. 
Note that the point-inverses of f are either trivial (for t # 0 # t’), copies of Y (for 
t = 0 # t’), or a copy of ‘Cone X (for t’ = 0). Given an open cover % of 
Cone(Cone(X X Y))X s, there exists a map m : s + (0, l] such that for each Q! E s and 
0 e t’ < 1, the subset 
W,.,f={([[(x, y), I], t’],a):XEX, ye Y,OStGm(cu)) 
of Cone(Cone(X X Y))X 8 lies in an element of tilt, and for each cu E s the! subset 
lies in an element of %. Let X: Y x I + ‘Y be a contraction, with kl.= id and 
k, = k. = const for 0 s t 4 i_ We define a map 
g: Cone(Cone( )XCone(Y)xs 
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by the following formula: 
gt[[(& y), t], C’], a) = ([x, f mSnit’h(4, l}], [k(y, min{t/m(cu), l j_ !‘I, 2 p. 
It is easily verified that fog is %-homot apic to id and g of isf-l(Q)-homwtopic to id. 
Le-8 9. (Schori [9])* %r eyery met& space X, Cone(Cone X) 2: (Zone(K) x I. 
Corolky 6, If each Xi is ra noncompact lcxally compact separable metric ANR, these 
ny Cone(Xi) X Q = s. 
Proof. Since each Xi X Q is a Q-manifold, Corollary 3 gives n: Cone(Xi X 0) = s. 
By Lemma 9, 
5 COne(Cone(& X Q)) E= fi Col-te(& x Q) x Q .== s.
1 1 
By Lemmas 3 and 8, n: (Cone Xi X Cone Q)w S, But Cone Q e 8, ~0 
n’f Cone(Xi) X Q =r S. 
Codlary 7. If each Xi is a noncompact locally compact separable metric AR, then 
n: Cone Xi z S. 
Proof. Each product Xzi-1 x Xzi is a noncompact locally compact separable metric 
AR, thus 
fi Cone(Cone(X 2i_1 X X2i)) E fi COne(Xzi-1 X X2i) x 0 zz S 
i = 1 is 1 
by Lemma 9 and Corollary 6. Then nr Cone Xi = n; 1 (Cone Xzi-t X Cone Xzi) s s 
by Lemmas 3 and 8. 
In what follows, Xi always denotes a noncompact separable complete metric AR. 
Go:lrollary 8. The following conjectures are equivalent: 
(1) Every nyXixQ=s; 
i 2) Every n: Cone Xi es; 
(3) Every n: Cone(Xi) X Q a S; 
(4) Every n: Cone(Xi) x Q is homogeneous. 
roof. By Lemmas 3 and 7, (2)+ (1). Obviously (l)* (3)+ (4). Svrppose (4) is true. 
Let wi be the cone point of Cone Xi. Each point of (01~02, . . .)x Q has arbitrarily 
small radially contractible neighborhoods in Cone(Xi) x Q, therefore very point 
of n: Cone(Xi) X Q has such neighborhoods. Hence there exists an infinite discrete 
collection of radially contractible neighborhoods in every infinite product space of 
the type ‘f-j%: Cone(Xi) x 0. Now, given a particular product space n: Cone(Xi) x Q, 
consider a pxtition q u cy2 u l l l ofi the positive inte;;ers such that each ai is infinite. 
By TheoresT 1 and the preceding observation, nz 1 Cone(niEaj Cone(X;) x 0) = S. 
By Lemmas 3 nnd 7, n,z, (ni,,,Cone(Xi)X Q X 1)~ S. Thus n; Con&!&)X Q ZS, 
and (3) is true. The argument that (3)+ (2) proceeds as in the proof of Corollary 7. 
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